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Very recently in a Letter to the Editor of this journal, Wilms and Cohen [1] introduced
a damped four-degree-of-freedom system with two di!erent types of damping matrices. The
reader was required to decide which of the systems in Figure 1 oscillates inde"nitely, while
all oscillations are eventually damped out for the other one. They derived the equations of
motion of both systems via Lagrange's procedure by making use of the special nature of the
symmetric and asymmetric generalized co-ordinates. They showed that the vibrations of the
system (b) damp out totally, whereas those of (a) do not.
As was also done in reference [2] and suggested in reference [3], we would like to give the

answer of the posed question in a relatively short and straightforward way. The problem is
identical to the task of "nding which system is asymptotically stable. It is known that
a system with n degrees-of-freedom

MqK#Dq� #Kq"0 (1)

is asymptotically stable if all of the n�n system matrices M, D and K are symmetric and
positive de"nite [4]. However, as also underlined in reference [3], D'0, i.e., the fact that
the damping matrix is positive de"nite is only a su$cient, but not a necessary condition for
all motions of the system being damped.
In the case that the damping matrix D is only positive semi-de"nite, the system can be

asymptotically stable if and only if the following rank condition is satis"ed [4]:

rank (M��D�(M��K) (M��D)�2�(M��K)��� (M��D))"n, (2)

where n denotes the number of the degrees of freedom of the system. If the above rank
condition, which comes from control theoretical considerations, is satis"ed, then the system
is said to be pervasively damped, meaning that the in#uence of the damping pervades each
of the system co-ordinates [4].
The 4�4 mass and sti!ness matrices of both system (a) and (b) for the absolute

co-ordinates x
�
, x

�
, x

�
, x

�
are the same and read as

M"diag (m), K"
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, m"k"1, (3)
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Figure 1. System (a) and system (b); k"m"1.
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both being symmetric and positive de"nite. The damping matrices of the systems are

D
���

"

c 0 0 !c

0 c !c 0

0 !c c 0

!c 0 0 c

, D
���

"

c !c 0 0

!c c 0 0

0 0 c !c

0 0 !c c

. (4)

It is an easy task to show that both of these matrices are only positive semi-de"nite.
Therefore, rank condition (2) has to be used to check the asymptotic stability of the systems
(a) and (b). Due to the fact that the mass matrix of the present systems is the 4�4 unit
matrix, rank condition (2) simpli"es to

rank (D�KD�K�D�K�D)"4. (5)

Substitution of D
���
into the left-hand side of equation (5) yields 2, whereas that ofD

���
yields

4. These results indicate clearly that the system (a) cannot be asymptotically stable, i.e., "nite
residual motion remains. On the contrary, the system (b) is asymptotically stable, i.e., all
motion is damped out for this system. In the terminology of the mechanical vibrations, it
can be stated that the system (b) is pervasively damped, whereas the system (a) is not.
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